
THE TRUTH
of Window Film

I believe most of the peoplehas seen this video presented by
Gan Jiang Han (颜江瀚) who is Malaysia famous newscaster
http://www.facebook.com/raytechjb/videos/258524324776785.
In his video he has misleading the consumer with many points.

I very understand that nowadays everything is using social media as marketing ,
but putting some wrong and not accurate information it shouldn’t be done by a
such professional , well branding , organized company as RAYTECH.

1) The wrong information given on the tester meter
2) Bubbles occurs doesn’t mean low quality ,

many others factors can caused it
3) Low price doesn’t means low quality
4) The chart is not accurate with certain of points that Raytech raised up

I will explain one by one ,   

http://www.facebook.com/raytechjb/videos/258524324776785
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1. THE WRONG INFORMATION ON
     THE TRADITIONAL TESTER METER

The reading Infrared Rejection in the meter is 9% :

As per Mr Gan Jiang Han explanation in that video stated once
the meter show 9% which mean is 9% infrared.
And he claims this is the way consumer be cheated.

The correct way reading the meter is :

The above picture meter show the infrared is 2%, and the real
infrared should be 98%. This is because the window film actually
had block the 98% infrared and left 2% going through.

Hence everytime the reading show out must remember to minus
with 100.

Take note : This method is only apply to old transditional meter,
nowadays by technology has developed well, the meter can show
the infrared reading directly.



2. BUBBLES OCCURS DOESN’T MEAN
     LOW QUALITY WINDOW TINT

The video Mr Gan clearly mention the product quality of
window will decided whether it will occurred bubbles after
used it for certain year or not .

According to Mr Gan once you had choosed the good quality
window tint you can avoid of having this on your car window .

From my 13 years experience on tinted industry, many factors
might causing bubbles on window tinted. It might due to the
hot weather, bad quality or bad installer.

Every window tint will has it lifespan, some of my customer
brought below RM200 tinted but can use until 5 years. Hence,
bad quality can only be one of the factor but not core factor!

Raytech itself also has many defects product on the road.



3. LOW PRICE DOESN’T MEANS LOW QUALITY

According that video, customers need to be prepared to paid
highest price that only can get a good quality window film.

Low price doesn’t comes with the quality.

The similar IR but lower price. It doesn’t mean our product
cannot be used at all or we don’t provide customer same
quality of window film. This is because we lower down our
margin profit and we are try to fulfill the middle and lower
class of consumers.



4. THE COMPRISON CHART IS NOT ACCURATE
     TO CERTAIN POINT



By referring to the comparison chart “杂牌 window film” by Raytech,
I had no idea it taken from what kind of market research
or study or customer survey ?

From my own point of view I strongly disagreed with the chart.
Every brand of window film itself will have their standard test
which is through the meter test or heater light .
I believe every window films in the market will at least meet some
reasonable man standard to be sell for the customer with the
reasonable price unlike in the chart everything is bad for
“杂牌window film”.

Nowadays I don’t think branding or the big organized company is
very important to interfere consumer of making their decision on
buying the window film.
Across many channels –online and offline, customer continue to
be exposed to too much of everything, product features,
brand promises and sales talk.
Confused by too good to be true advertising message, customer
often ignore them and instead turn to truthworthy sources of advice
as from their social circle of friends and family or reviews.

Public awareness is very important, hence educated the consumer
on choosing the window film must be true and accurate.

I hereby have to make my intention clear as
written this blog is not to criticize RAYTECH
or Mr.Gan Jiang Han but to send the right
information to the public especially every
users of window tint.


